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Annual Faculty-Students Tea Sunday

Arrangements are completed for the fourth annual faculty-students tea to be held in Hawley Armory, Sunday afternoon from three to five.

Refreshments will be served by the faculty. Many students will pour. On the receiving line will be Dr. F. W. Sinnott, Miss M. E. Sprague, Prof. J. N. Fitts, Prof. W. H. Gentry, Prof. C. D. Dodge, from the faculty, while student organizations will be represented by Russell A. Palen, president of the Senate; Ronald Bamford, executive committe; H. W. Baldwin, chairman, E. M. Eddy, and G. A. Skinner, and in music selections by Armin Bullulian.

FACULTY AND SENATE MEET ON CUT SYSTEM

NEW METHOD ON TRIAL

Athletic, Illness, and Injury Cuts Discussed.—Committee States Stand on Situation.

Members of the faculty committee on scholastic standing and the Student Senate met in joint session in the faculty club room in Hawley Armory, Thursday evening, for discussion of the new cut and grading system.

The standing committee's stand on the system lies on two points: first, that the new system gives greater justice to every one, and second, that it safeguards the value of the degree. It was admitted by the committee that there are points in the new system which are subject to criticism, but it is the opinion of the committee that the injustices done are fewer in number and less in degree than under the method formerly in use. Secretary G. S. Torrey stated the fact that at present the system is only on trial. Whether it is finally adopted depends on how well it works out this year.

The committee emphasized three points in the discussion; first that it will gladly consider a written appeal from any student who feels that he has been done injustice through grading or cuts; second, that it is attempting to rectify all apparent injustices; and third, that it agrees to consider the student's situation. Other things affected by the new system, such as the manner in which other colleges will interpret the standing of transfer students, determining those who will receive recognition on the honor roll, and how cuts for required field trips will be handled, were discussed at the meeting.

Credit Earned by Bulk of Students

Figures compiled by the secretary's office on the number of credits gained or lost by the new cut system were made public at the joint meeting of the

THINK IT OVER!

Students are reminded that considerable damage can be done to the lawns by walking across them when they are wet and muddy. In order to keep up the neat appearance of the campus, please refrain from taking short cuts across the lawns. If you walk, they are drier, any-
Blue and White Victory and Yearlings Swamp Trinity Quintettes

AGGIES LEAD FROM START
Eddy and Baylock Point Getters for Connecticut. — Trinity Loses Four Men on Personals.

Playing before a large crowd of Aggie alumni and students, the Blue and White Victory defeated Trinity in Hartford last Saturday by the score of 28-21. Connecticut outplayed Trinity in all departments of the game, and except for the first few moments in the second half, when the Hilltoppers staged a rally that threatened to overcome the Aggie lead, the outcome of the game was never in doubt. Coach Hitchcock Juanita in the first half, at the start of the fray by carrying three baskets in less than two minutes of play, and from then on, the Aggies kept well in front of the Hartford collegians.

Maxson Eddy, playing at center for Connecticut, led in scoring with a grand total of five baskets from the floor and two from the foul line, at the same time playing a great defensive game. Captain Baylock, although closely watched by the Trinity guards, managed to add eleven points to the Aggies total, scoring three baskets from the floor and five from the foul line.

Trinity, although outplayed in her last game of the season, worked hard to penetrate through the Aggie score, but her close guarding tactics drew enough personal fouls to send four of her men to the benches. Captain (Cont. on page 7 col. 3)

FROSH MEET FAST PREP TEAM AT R. I. PRELIM
Yearlings Last Appearance on Home Court This Season. — Six Wins and Two Defeats is Season's Record.

As the preliminary to the Rhode Island game on Saturday night, the Connecticut junior quintet will line up with the fast Roxbury Prep. School of Cheshire, Conn. The game will be the final appearance of the "Aggie" yearlings on their home floor this season and a fast game is promised. The freshmen have had a successful season to date, winning six games and losing two, one to the strong Dartmouth five and one to the Brown freshman five, on their opponents' floor. The yearlings' season will be brought to a close one week from Saturday when they will meet the Rhode Island fresh at Kingston.

The same lineup that defeated the Trinity "Scrubs" so decisively last week will start the game. Seven-fifteen is the time scheduled for the contest to begin. Wood if Botwinick if Winters if Halle
Teeter se Evans Teeter
Parker rg Barlet
Parker lg Case
Substitutions: Fuller for Parker, Referee: Guyer.

OUTCLASS HILLTOP FIVE
Opponents Make Only One Point in Second Half.—Palmer and Scofield High Aggie Scorers.

The fast-freshman-varsity basketball team sent the undefeated Trinity scrubs to defeat by the score of 34 to 9 in the Hartford High School gym, Saturday night, as the preliminary to the Connecticut-Varsity game. The Aggie fresh completely out-classed the Hilltop scrubs, Scofield and Capt. Palmer dropping baskets at will and making it practically impossible for the scrubs to penetrate through the yearlings' back court. Scofield was high scorer for the '27 quintette, dropping in seven field goals and three free tries. Capt. Palmer played a good game, showing no ill effects from a long month of practice. He made a total of thirteen points through five field goals and three fouls. The Trinity guards made eight of their nine points in the first half, and could do nothing in the second half when the freshmen defense tightened and their powerful offense swung into action.

The line-up:
Palmer, Capt. if Riley, Freeman Reeves if Mairs, Conite Lane, Shields e Tante Daly, Flaxman lg McBurney, Lieh Baron rg Dixon

Field goals: Scofield 7, Palmer 5, Taute 2, Baron, Riley; free tries: Scofield 14, Palmer 3, Mairs 2, Conite 1, Baron, Taute, Referee, Dick Dillon, Hartford.

LOWLY JUNIORS BEST OVER CONFIDENT SOPHES

Lack of Team Work Defeats Inter-class Leaders.—Kennedy Stars.

Both the seniors and sophomores, favored to win in last week's class games, were defeated by their opponents.

The juniors took a game from the league leading sophomores, whose overconfidence prevented them from showing their usual team work. Close guarding marked the first half and the juniors were leading at intermission 11-8. However, in the second half the juniors, led by Kennedy, succeeded in drawing away from the sophomores and the final score was 20-11 in the juniors favor. For the juniors Kennedy featured with two lucky shots at a time when they were most needed.

The summary:
Juniors
Sophomores
Swem lf Donovan Kennedy if Abern, Moreland Radomski e Greer
Keeler lg Fieneian Hutton rg Brink
Field goals: Greer 2, Donovan Kennedy 3, Radomski 2, Abern, Keeler; fouls: Swem 3, Kennedy 2, Radomski 3.

Dramatic Club Enthusiast: "It isn't a half bad half. I speak twice in the first act, and in Act 3, I suppress a smile."
SENIORS AND JUNIORS
WIN IN CLASS GAMES

Senior Victory Makes Closer Fight for Interclass Championship.

A closer fight for the class basketball championship is the result of the victory of the seniors over the School last week Monday night.

The game was close and the outcome was in doubt until late in the second half. The score was tied at 9 all at intermission, but at the start of the second half the seniors forged ahead through the shooting of Lawson, Eddy and Bamford. The opposing centers, Bamford and Jones, led their teams in scoring, the former getting four field goals and the latter six. Jones put in some spectacular shots for the School.

The summary:

Seniors School of Ag.
Donahue rf Swiebel
Lawson lf Lonnergan
Bamford c Jones
Purple rg Holmhal
Eddy lg Burr

The juniors came back strong after trailing the freshmen at intermission, and nosed out an 18—15 victory. The freshmen leading 10— 6 at the end of the first half but could not get going in the second half. Radomski led the juniors, scoring three goals from the floor, while Kennedy and Swem sunk two goals apiece.

Reeves and Morgan did most of the scoring for the freshmen, while Hopkins played a good floor game.

The summary:

Fresh Juniors
Reeves rf Swem
Smith Morgan
Jones
Hopkins rg Hutton
Ajello lg Keeler

AGGIES, TEAM AND ALUMNI AT BANQUET

Speeches Feature Pep Gathering at Hotel Bond, Hartford, Preceding the Trinity Game.

Fifty Aggie alumni and students and members of the basketball squads attended the "Aggie Pep" banquet at the Hotel Bond, Hartford, Saturday evening preceding the Trinity-Aggie game.

On the speakers program were G. H. Hollister, '02, Capt. C. R. Crim of the E. O. T. C. department and R. H. Mathewson, '22, alumni field secretary. The menu was divided in two sections, one to meet the training requirements of the squad, and the other for the guests. On the guest menu was tomato bisque, chicken, peas, potatoes, cranberry sauce, coffee and French pastry. After the banquet the party went en masse to the Trinity game. Alumni were present from Hartford, Stamford, New Haven, and other points in the state. G. H. Hollister, president of the C. A. C. Alumni Club of Hartford, was in charge of arrangements.

ORLY SPECIALTY
PICTURE FRAMING
WILLIMANTIC ART STORE
"The Art and Gift Shop" 58 Church Street

THE BEST IN HABERDASHERY

Everything from Hats and Collars to Socks and Gar ters—with all that goes on underneath. Whatever mirrors the latest in fashion, variety without stint, quality without extravagance, prices that make you forget there has been a war.

SNAPPY YOUNG MEN BUY AT
R. E. REMINGTON CO.

We Carry Shoes in Sizes and Widths to Fit the Feet
Good Quality Goods and Correct Fittings is Our Specialty

BRICK & SULLIVAN
738 Main St., Willimantic, Conn.

When in Need of Sporting Goods Try
The Jordan Hardware Company
They Carry a Complete Line
664 Main Street, Willimantic, Conn.

Gerry
maker of
FINE PORTRAITS
WILLIMANTIC, CONN.

KEELER AND WHITE
THE COLLEGE TAILORS
PRESSING, CLEANING, MENDING
CLEANING A SPECIALTY
KOONS 7

J. C. LINCOLN COMPANY
Willimantic, Conn.
Furniture, Carpets, Stoves
Crockery, Wall Paper
Curtains, Bedding, Etc.
Furniture 705-3 Undertaking 706-2

CAMPUS PHILOSOPHER

Speaking about antonyms, how about pro-gress and con-gress?

—CP—

Never kiss or kick impersonally.

—CP—

A cigarette is the mark of frivolity; a pipe is the badge of philosophy. The wise man smokes both.

—CP—

Any watch but a 10-cent one would get vertigo trying to keep pace with the heating plant whistle.

—CP—

The nihilist creed, "Hope for nothing and you'll never be disappointed; believe nothing and you'll never be deceived; eat nothing and you'll never get indigestion."

—CP—

The small town girl who comes to a big dance and impress us by telling how rotten the orchestra is may be called a cynic by the miniature.

—CP—

As one of our professors says, "Not how much stuff; but is there any wheat?" Plenty of oats at least.

Patronize Our Advertisers
Most of the criticism advanced so far by the students concerns the cuts received by athletes when they travel to trips, and by students who are unable to attend classes because of illness or injury. It would seem at the present time that on these two points the system is most at fault. But if the recent joint meeting of the faculty scholastic committee and the student senate is productive of any good, these faults will receive attention. It is not reasonable to expect that the faculty will allow a student to be done a wrong through any system which that body of men sees fit to enforce for the good of the college.

It is interesting to note two results of the first semester's use of the new method. Not only have the number of class cuts been reduced, but additional credit has been earned by the majority of the students. Figures made public by secretary Torrey show that out of 345 students considered, about 83 percent earned bonus credit by better attendance at classes. That fact alone speaks well for the new method. With experience and the student understanding which time will give, the new system should evolve into a fair, square method for everyone.

JUNIORS ELECT D'ESOPO TO STUDENT SENATE

Two New Members in Class—Committee Reports Accepted.

At a recent meeting of the Junior class Oscar D'Esopo was elected to represent the class on the Student Senate in place of David L. Mcllister who did not return this semester.

Two new members, Miss Hannah Jensen and Miss Navarre Varticantin, were voted into the class. Miss Jensen was formerly of the class of '25, but was absent from college for a year. Miss Varticantin is a transfer from the class of '25 at Boston University.

John W. Goodrich, chairman of the Junior Week executive committee, reported that it is hoped to have a "week" at the baseball game on Thursday afternoon, continuing events until the Junior play on Saturday night.

Thomas J. Kennedy, chairman of the Mid-Year Formal committee, reported that the dance was a success, although the proceeds were not as great as from the "Informal" of last year, probably due to the change in the nature of the dance from informal to formal.

Clemens J. Diermand, editor-in-chief of the 1923 Nutmeg, reported that work on the yearbook was progressing, but that only two classmen are trying out for positions on next year's board. He stated that there is still work to be done on both boards, especially on the business board, the work of which is not finished until the distribution of the book in the spring.

Prof. H. L. Garrigus of the Department of Animal Husbandry has been elected alternate judge for the Milking Shorthorn classes at both the Canadian National and Canadian Breed livestock shows at Toronto, Cana-
TWELVE MEN IN ICE CREAM SHORT COURSE

SIX STATES REPRESENTED

Trips to Nearby Plants, Class Room and Laboratory Work on Schedule.

—Convention and Banquet at Finish

Twelve men representing six states are taking the short course in ice cream manufacture given by Professor R. C. Fisher of the dairy department. The members of the course are all ice cream manufacturers, with the exception of one who comes from the Mellon Institute of Industrial Research where he holds a scholarship.

Last Saturday the men took an all day trip, visiting ice cream plants in Manchester, Hartford, and Springfield. The course continues until Friday, March 8, when there will be an educational ice cream scoring contest for which manufacturers throughout the state will send in two gallon samples of their product. Plans for Friday also include an all day conference devoted to ice cream making problems, that will be attended by men from all over the state. The convention will close with a banquet on Friday night.

The topics brought up for the course are divided into three groups as lecture topics, round table discussion topics, and laboratory practice topics, including summary problems in sources of supplies, mechanical problems of manufacture, problems of standardizing the mix, and economic problems of marketing.

FIRST SLEIGH RIDE OF SEASON GIVEN BY C. E.

The fact that the dirt road showed thru its ice covering presented no hindrance to the success of the Christian Endeavor sleigh ride on Thursday evening, February 27. Two bob-sleds filled with couples left Holcomb Hall at eight o'clock with Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Brundage as chaperones. The route followed led up the Four Corners road; coming out thru Gurleyville and terminating at the Storrs Church. Refreshments were served at the church. The committee in charge consisted of Winfield Hawks, Ruby Gold, and Anne Seymour.

An employer, noted for his energy and lack of tolerance for loafing in any form, visited his stock room and found a boy leaning irly against a packing case, whistling cheerily and with nothing at all on his mind. The boss stopped and stared.

"How much are you getting a week?" he demanded with characteristic abruptness.

"Twelve dollars." "Here's your twelve. Now get out. You are through." As the boy philosophically pocketed the money and departed, the boss turned to the chief clerk and demanded:

"Since when has that fellow been with us?"

"Never, that I know of," was the response. "He just brought over a note from Binx & Jinx."—Forbes.

Submitted by
J. B. FULLERTON CO.

MICHAEL FARADAY
1791-1867
Apprentice to an English bookbinder. Attracted the attention of Sir Humphrey Davy, becoming his assistant. "The greatest experimentalist of all times," says one biographer.

Faraday's theory of lines of force is constantly applied in the Research Laboratories of the General Electric Company in devising new electrical apparatus of which Faraday never dreamed. Every generator and motor is an elaboration of the simple instruments with which he first discovered and explained induction.

GENERAL ELECTRIC

"What's the use of it?"

Michael Faraday saw the real beginning of the age of electricity nearly a century ago when he thrust a bar magnet into a coil of wire connected with a galvanometer and made the needle swing.

Gladstone, watching Faraday at work in his laboratory, asked, "What's the use of it?" The experimenter jestingly replied, "There is every probability that you will soon be able to tax it." The world-wide use of electricity that has followed the Faraday discovery abundantly justifies the retort to Gladstone.

Faraday's theory of lines of force is constantly applied in the Research Laboratories of the General Electric Company in devising new electrical apparatus of which Faraday never dreamed. Every generator and motor is an elaboration of the simple instruments with which he first discovered and explained induction.

THE WINDHAM NATIONAL BANK
WILLIMANTIC, CONN.
CAPITAL $100,000
SURPLUS $225,000

WHEN IN NEED OF
DRUGS, TOILET ARTICLES
CANDIES, TOBACCO

Call at the
VEGIARD PHARMACY
700 Main Street
WE DO DEVELOPING

MULLINS CAFETERIA
Formerly "The Wood"
30 Union St.
WILLIMANTIC, CONN.
The place where you get the best of everything to eat

"MEET YOU AT THE NEW YORK LUNCH"

The Place Where all Good Fellows Go
You know where it is
You've been there before
Open Day and Night

NEW YORK LUNCH
7 Railroad St. WILLIMANTIC
For lunches to take out call 944
He Reached the Top

The Vice-President of a great life insurance company who began his career as an agent has this to say to seniors who are about to graduate from college:

"If you love work and desire to pursue an honorable, useful and lucrative vocation, life this is the business for you to take up. Life insurance salesmanship offers a fine field for the energies of the splendid young men in our colleges.

"That this is true is demonstrated by those college men who have taken up life insurance for they have shown that the college man is fit for this kind of a job and that the job also is fit for the college man. The work of the life insurance salesman is distinguished by independence and opportunity for directing his own. It gives all possible opportunity for individual initiative and a chance to make an ample income at an age when most fellows are struggling on a wage pitance."

That is the story of one who began at the bottom and reached the top without the help of a college education. The advantages are with you who graduate from college. Before deciding your career make inquiries of the "Agency Department."

STORRS GARAGE
Telephone 1133-2

OUR BUS
WEEK DAY SCHEDULE
LEAVE STORRS
8:20 A.M., 2:30 P.M., 5:30 P.M.
LEAVE WILLIMANTIC
9:45 A.M., 3:45 P.M., 6:40 P.M.
SUNDAY SCHEDULE
Leave Storrs 3:15 P.M.
Leave Willimantic 4:40 P.M.

GEORGE C. MOON
OPTOMETRIST AND
OPTICIAN
728 Main Street, Willimantic

HALLOCK'S INCORPORATED
ICE CREAM PARLOR
High Grade Candies
Main Street, Willimantic

SMITH & KEON
Jewelers and Opticians
768 Main St., Willimantic, Ct.

CO-ED SIX LEADS
THREAD CITY TEAM
Opponents Territory Invaded Greater Part of Time.—Hopkins, 27, Good in First Game.

Back with the original line-up, the Aggie co-eds scored another victory over Windham High School in Willimantic, Thursday evening, leading the Thread City sextette with a 22-22 score when the final whistle blew.

The ball was near the opponent's goal the greater part of the time, and the speed and pass work exhibited by Connecticut netted many points for the co-ed five. With a ten point lead established at the end of the first half, Connecticut found no difficulty in maintaining the lead for the remainder of the game. Frances Hopkins, '27, showed up well in her first appearance with the team.

The summary:
Windham Connecticut
Belanger 1f Wood
Liberty 1f 1f 1f
Norton 1f 1f
French se Teeter
Wallter c Hall
Lax lg Parker
Curran 1g

BREAD, CAKE AND PASTRY OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
BLANCHETTS AND BLANCHETTE
44 Church Street

DELICATE CONFECTIONS

CONNIE SAYS

A few smoked shaving brushes to go at a bargain. Regular 40¢ to $1.50 value to go at 25¢ each while they last.

Also a few of the famous Brine's sweaters left. Old price $15.50. To go at $11. Come early and get your style. A real buy.

Four pairs of Trail-Moc Shoes to go at a bargain to anyone finding his size. Just the thing to dash out in in the Spring.

Get ready for the baseball season. The early bird will get the real bargains, so don't wait.

One half dozen baseball belts, size one and three-quarter inches wide; regular $2.00 value to go at $1.00 each to the first comers.

One dozen pairs of footless socks to go at cost. Regular price $2.50, Sell for $1.75.

Also some of the cheaper makes—to go at half price.

Eight pairs of $1.00 stockings to go at Fifty Cents per throw.

Get that jewelry now that you have been waiting for. For the last time before the jewelry goes back to the manufacturer.

Twenty-five percent off on each and every article in the case for the entire week. Saturday positively the last day that the discount holds. Don't get left.

Now is the time to get a good set of reference books at bargain prices. Inquire of the clerks for the rock bottom prices on the text books now in stock.

Many books valued at $3.50 to go for one berry. Several similar buys.

INTERFRAT BOWLERS MEET IN ANNUAL COMPETITION

Alpha Phi and Eta Lambda Sigma Start Schedule—Final Match on March 20.

The annual interfraternity bowling match began last Monday, according to the schedule made out by the committee from the Mediator.

Elimination matches for competition in the final tournament have been held by the various fraternities. It is probable that the fraternities will use their freshmen members in the matches, as the yearling class has good material in it. Last year the award was given Phi Mu Delta, with Ernest Post, '24, as the individual high scorer.

The schedule arranged by the Mediator follows: March 3, Alpha Phi vs. Eta Lambda Sigma; March 6, Phi Epsilon Pi vs. Sigma Phi Gamma; March 10, College Shakespearean Club vs. Phi Mu Delta; March 13, Alpha Gamma Rho vs. the winner on March 10. The final match will take place on March 20.
There are All Kinds of Ways to Feed Cows

and about 60% of them are being employed by dairy farmers who are constantly wondering why their herds don't return more profit over feed.

The other 40% includes the methods taught at the agricultural colleges. In the colleges it has long been known that there is no mystery in the process of milk production—that if the elements of milk are in the feed milk itself will be in the milkpail, and vice versa.

That is one reason why DIAMOND CORN GLUTEN MEAL, with 40% milk-making protein, is in college dairy barns. It is also a reason why DIAMOND should be in YOUR dairy barn when you start milking your own cows.

The feeder of DIAMOND is getting the greatest possible amount of actual milk-making nutrients for every feed dollar.

BLUE AND WHITE CO-EDS LOSE TO RHODE ISLAND

Connecticut's co-ed hoosters lost to the Rhode Island co-ed team by the score of 48 to 18 at Kingston last Saturday. Despite persistent attempts on the part of Connecticut, the co-eds were unsuccessful at getting the tap on the ball because of the height of the opposing center. Wood and Norton were the stars for the Blue and White co-eds.

Connecticut Rhode Island
Wood rf Pechin
Norton lf Burdick
Teeter c Whalley
Events rc Gage
Parker rg Burdick
Ellis lg Dugan

Substitutions: Conn., Norton for Teeter, Teeter for Events, Moddell for Parker, Bartel for aPrker, Moddell for aPrker, Bartle for Ellis, Parker for Ellis. Referee, Bailey of R. I.

Larry Lawson at the Beany (Entomologically inquisitive) "What do cockroaches eat?"
Casty: "They eat everything in the Dining Hall the same way you do, only they get first cracks at it."

A Gem from English Lit.
Posterity will never survey A nobler grave than this Here lies the bones of Casterleigh. Stop, traveler and rest.

(Cont. from page 2 col. 2)
Keating, the Trinity center, was the only man on the Hilltop outfit to play the full game.

C. F. POST
SEVEN PASSENGER BUICK
Winter Top Parties Accommodated Anywhere Any Time

The Rex Restaurant
STEAKS AND CHOPS A SPECIALTY
696 MAIN STREET

Pianos, Players, Bunches, Stools, Covers, Polish and Player Rolls For Sale

SPRING'S MUSIC STORE
59 Church St., Willimantic, Conn. Telephone 335-12

A Complete Stock of VICTROLAS, BRUNSWICK RECORDS AND PIANOS

UNITED MUSIC COMPANY
666 Main St., Troy, N.Y.

Official Banner Man at C. A. C.
GREGORY N. ABDIAN
2247 15th Street, Troy, N. Y.

LOUIS H. ARNOLD
Insurance in All Forms
Phone 1000 810 Main St., Willimantic, Conn.

A KAMPUS KLIPS

"What do you take as a remedy for your insomnia?"
A glass of cognac at regular intervals?"
"Does that make you sleep?"
"No, but it makes me satisfied to stay awake."

Brick: "Wonderful conversationist isn’t she?"
D’Esopo: "Depends on who she talked to last."

Ski-U-Mah’s Idea of a Wise Crack
She said: "Picture me in your arms" and so he framed her.

On the Question Box
Dear Ed: Can you give me the remaining lines to the poem which starts in this doggy fashion?
Up at Jimmies’s "Dew Drop"
Where they serve a Hamburger mess,
(As all who’s scoffed at yonder joint Will eagerly attest.)
Where Mrs. Jimmie (honored spouse) Careers about the place,
Followed by a good percentage Of the human race, etc.

(A Freshman Hands the Ed. Some doggrel)

Experience
I once played at tag with a tomboy lass
And she ran away with my hat.
Chasing her carefree laughing flight, I caught her and kissed her for that.
I once played at love with that self-same lass
And she ran away with my heart.
She led me again on another wild chase
But the race was lost from the start.

Now I brood in silent misery
Racked by Life’s cruel blow
And having her treat me so.

(A Tomboy Hands the Ed. Some taggrel)

I caught her and kissed her for that.
Chasing her carefree laughing flight, I caught her and kissed her for that.
I once played at love with that self-same lass
And she ran away with my heart.
She led me again on another wild chase
But the race was lost from the start.

Now I brood in silent misery
Racked by Life’s cruel blow
And having her treat me so.

SUBSCRIBE TO THE "Nutmeg" NOW!!
**GEM THEATRE**

**FRIDAY AND SATURDAY**

WILLIAM S. HART IN "WILD BILL HICKOK"

**SUNDAY — MONDAY — TUESDAY**

"HIS CHILDREN'S CHILDREN" With Bebe Daniels

**NEXT WEEK—THURS., FRIDAY AND SAT.**

JACKIE COOGAN in "LONG LIVE THE KING"

---

**THE J. F. CARR COMPANY**

Clothiers and Furnishers

744 MAIN STREET

WILLIMANTIC, CONN.

---

**THE CHURCH-REED COMPANY**

WILLIMANTIC, CONN.

---

**MID-WINTER ALUMNI COUNCIL THIS WEEK**

**LEADERS FROM 12 CLUBS**

First Winter Meeting at College.—Business and Entertainment on Program.

The Alumni field secretary at the College has arranged for the mid-winter meeting and conference of the leaders of the twelve local alumni clubs to be held at Storrs on Saturday, March 9. Starting at three o'clock in the afternoon there will be a business meeting to arrange important matters which come to the attention of the alumni advisory council; this will be followed by an informal dinner in the dining hall where the visiting leaders will be entertained by the local alumni of Storrs. In the evening the visitors will attend the basketball games in Hawley Armory between the C. A. C. Freshmen and the Rossbury School, and the Varsity and Rhode Island State.

"Meetings of the Advisory Board were inaugurated in 1922 and have proved remarkably successful. This is the first attempt to hold a mid-winter meeting of leaders at the college, and if each leader makes an effort to attend, the gathering should be exceptionally worth while. Two leaders may attend from each Club if this is desirable. Questions to be brought up at the meeting include financial policy, commencement plans, use of surplus in 1923-24 budget, and changes in constitution.

The following Clubs will be represented at the meeting: Litchfield, Danbury, Bridgeport, Hartford, Waterbury, New Haven, Storrs, Norwich, Middletown, Philadelphia and New York.

---

**STATE COLLEGE PLAYERS APPEAR IN NEW BRITAIN**

**Present Three Plays Before Grange Audience. Dancing Followed. — Eleven Make the Trip.**

The State College Players completed another chapter in their history on Saturday when they filled an engagement before the New Britain Grange. The party, consisting of eleven, left Storrs at 3:30 p.m. in the ears of Prof. H. A. Seckerson and Prof. C. A. Wheeler. After a supper served by the women of the Grange, the following plays were given: "The Trysting Place," "Fancy Free," and "Suppressed Desires." Dancing followed the program. Names of the players included: Misses B. J. Valentine, Miss E. C. Cloud, Misses M. R. Smith, Miss E. C. Pawling and Miss M. R. Cloud. The players returned to Storrs Sunday morning.

---

**IMPROVEMENTS MADE IN OFFICE OF PRESIDENT**

Alterations and repairs in the office of President C. L. Beach are under way and will probably be completed in a short time. The old fireplace and chimney have been removed and a new ceiling put in place. The ceiling will be tinted a light color. The old woodwork, including the wood casings, basement, picture mouldings and doors will be replaced in oak. A new hardwood floor will be laid. Later in the spring the office will be refurnished throughout with furniture in harmony with present improvements.

(Cont. from page 1 col. 4) the faculty scholastic standing committee and the Student Senate. The credits were figured only on the basis of cuts taken, and do not take into consideration the student's grade at the end of the course.

It was found that 1 student earned more than 2 credits, that 37 earned between 1.6 and 2 credits, that 102 earned between 1.1 and 1.5 credits, that 82 earned between .6 and 1 credit, that 66 earned between zero and .5 credit, that 29 lost between zero and .5 credit, that 14 lost between 1.1 and 1.5 credits, that 8 lost between 1.1 and 1.5 credits, that 1 lost between 1.6 and 2 credits, that 3 lost between 2.1 and 2.5 credits, that 2 lost between 2.6 and 3 credits and that 1 student lost more than 3 credits.

Out of the 345 students considered in this tabulation, 287 gained credit and 58 lost credit because of the new cut system.

(Cont. from page 1 col. 1) a regritional Church wish to express to you its sincere appreciation of your services to church and community during the past eight years. Under your thoughtful and untiring leadership the church has made remarkable progress, as is shown by its growth in numbers, by its greatly increased yearly financial program, by the repair of its present building by its reorganization and incorporation, by the many and helpful contacts it has made with other denominations and with the organizations and leaders of our own, and by its conspicuous embarkation on a campaign to secure a modern church plant thoroughly adequate to serve the religious needs of the community. Even more notable perhaps than your executive accomplishments has been the remarkably high quality of the sermons you have preached to us. They have not only stimulated keenly the minds and the hearts of your audiences if we have given the Storrs pulpit a national reputation of which we may well be proud. Your pastorate has also achieved notable distinction through your various literary productions which have culminated in your recent book. In appreciation of your work we should be remiss if we did not also express gratitude for the valuable assistance which Mrs. Daw- son has rendered in many ways, es- pecially in establishing the Sunday School on its present thriving basis.

"The church, the college, and the community will miss you both. We predict for you a brilliant future in